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A small, conveniently sized Spanish dictionary for quick, easy look-ups This popular pocket Spanish

dictionary has now been updated to include new terms as well as five new practical sections on

making phone calls, expressing date and time, making introductions, expressing opinions, making

suggestions, and extending invitations. Small enough to throw in a backpack or a purse, this pocket

dictionary is perfect for school, work, or travel.
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The Practical, Up-to-Date Guide for Students and TravelersEnglish / Spanish - Spanish /

EnglishMore than 30,000 references and 40,000 translationsFree audio downloads with

pronunciations of twenty-five key verbsUpdated content that reflects today's vocabulary and

usageSpecial guide to help with everyday conversation --This text refers to an alternate Paperback

edition.

Chambers Harrap, Ltd. is based in Edinburgh and publishes bilingual dictionaries in a wide variety

of foreign languages. The editorial team consists of a cosmopolitan team of lexicographers from the

UK, France and Spain who work closely with contributors all around the world. Teams in Mexico and

the US play an important role in ensuring that the content of Harraps dictionaries is as international

as possible. Editors are able to draw on the extensive databases of widely praised top-of-the-range

French and Spanish titles, as well as the latest resources such as linguistic corpora and the Internet.



I have a friend at work that is from Peru and although he speaks pretty good English, there were still

some barriers when it came to understanding each other completely. This book was perfect for that.

It fits in my back pocket, has plenty of common use words and it easy to read and reference. I've

used it already many times and I have learned new Spanish words as well as my friend learning

new English words by me showing him the Spanish equivalent. If you are seriously trying to learn

Spanish and be fluent, I think you might need a more comprehensive book, but if you are a casual

speaker like me and just want some working knowledge, this will be perfect as the price is good as

well.

I've moved to Mexico and this little book is like gold! I accidentally left the last one on a plane and I

was thrilled when this replacement arrived! Definitely worth the purchase.

I'm currently taking a Spanish class and have found this to be a very useful tool. All the text is black

and white but it is very clearly printed and the words you're looking up are in bold print. Love the

size, fits well in my purse. Also has a useful grammar section in the middle including a mini

conjugation guide. Also love the material that the cover is made of and actually purchased this

particluar dictionary because it had a "turtleback" cover instead of paperback. It's kind of like a

plastic that you could easily wipe off if it gets dirty. My only complaint is that when my instructor

asked me to look up a word that should have given me "shower head" it said watering can, but

everyother time I've looked up a word it has been accurate and 90% of the time it does have the

word I'm looking for (my level is intermediate-three years in highschool and this is the second

semester long college course I have taken, the first was 10 years ago.)

This little dictionary is invaluable. I use it as a resource in both directions: spanish to english and

english to spanish. Its small size makes it perfect for travel, the plasticized cover makes flipping

through the pages easy and fast. Words are defined and then used in various phrases with different

translations, so you can learn the different usages, nuances and idioms. Also, it has a nifty feature

so you can easily look up all the verb forms of any word. I speak beginner spanish, but using this

little book, I'm able to send emails that sound closer to intermediate (a real achievement for me!).

Finally, I appreciate that many of the english to spanish translations are appropriate for use in

Spain, where I do most of my traveling. For instance, computer = ordenador; husband = marido.

Highly recommended!



I purchased this book, the ISBN matches and I double checked my order information, but the book I

received had 210 pages not 448. It's a great size, kind of small print - NO way I could ready without

my reading glasses - and I think I'll get a lot of use out of it. Just curious if other folks got it with 210

pages instead of 448? And this is not Steven Y, it is Sue Y.

This little book goes with me from office desk to suitcase. Serving God in Latin AmÃ©rica reqiores

rapid access to bilingual vocabulary, especially when preparing a presentation before some group

or getting ready to present a work-a-day outline for tomorrow's early morning time in prayer and

preparation for the day. Thank you for designing Webster's New World Pocket SpÃ±anish

Dictionary bilingually

This is a good portable resource. I am taking a Spanish class and it will be valuable for that usage.

This is my second copy of this winner, as I lost the first and felt lost without it. I live in Mexico and

have found this dictionary to be a great help in so many ways. Small enough to carry in my purse,

and inclusive of most words in Spanish. Now use it to translate words I see on TV as well, and have

learned so much from using it.
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